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2909 Wingate Court
Rock Hill, 63119

Details
Circa 1947:                      Welcome to Rock Hill's coolest neighborhood - Weston Park! This 
adorable brick home has 2 bedrooms, 1 bath & over 1300 sq ft of living space! 
Let me keep bragging on this house - gorgeous hardwood floors throughout first 
floor, newer carpet in family room, abundance of natural light, bonus big closet 
in hallway, large family room in LL & charming curb appeal w/ a newer retaining 
wall. The kitchen has a good amount of counter space for the foodie in you. Soon 
we will be entertaining friends again & this house doesn't disappoint. The layout 
of the kitchen works wonderfully for buffet style dinners plus the backyard was 
made to have fun. Great patio is an extension of the home so bring your twinkle 
lights & fire pit. Looking for a community - Weston Park neighbors are legends 
for their Halloween festivities. Quick dart onto Manchester to enjoy Bandana's, 
Katie's Pizza, Farotto's & so much more. A few neighborhood parks nearby plus 
the lovely Tilles Park less than a mile away.

Tina Siebert

(314) 603-8555
Tina.Siebert@CircaSTL.com
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Floorplan Disclaimer: 
All measurements are 
approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact 
or to scale. Buyer should 
confirm measurements 
using their own sources 
prior to purchasing or 
writing an offer. Not for 
use with appraisal or 
assessment.

VISIT 2909WINGATE.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Enjoy over 1300 square feet of living
space on Wingate Court
P Gorgeous hardwood floors throughout

first level
P Award winning Katie's Pizza & Pasta

Osteria is just around the bend
P Kitchens has tons of counter space,

cabinets & a pantry
P Tons of natural light but when needed

updated light fixtures too
P Family room is updated with new drywall

and carpeting
P Don't feel like cooking - don't fret -

Bandana's, Farotto's, Ameghetti's,
Nachomama's just to name a few
P Relish your time in the backyard - great

patio area, lots of space for pets & a
cornhole game
P Safety first - newer basement door


